Evidence collected by Michael John Lake against Bowling Green & Wood County Ohio
Evidence of crimes by agents acting for Bowling Green and Wood County Ohio are in the following pages. Since I was not
taught how to best make my case like lawmen or prosecutors are trained, I will update comments when it comes to my
attention anything unclear in these records and on my WhyHope.com website or other locations of my evidence like
recordings on YouTube of the witnessed intimidation by FBI agents, etc.

Claiming I had delusions also required agents arresting, transporting, and jailing me to contact my spinal cord injury doctors
for my detailed medical needs to prevent hurting or perhaps killing me with their admitted failure to work with me ahead
of time to protect my safety and their own as require by state and federal laws. In fact it was their interference with
medical providers which is why I had not been admitted to Wood County Hospital and the failure of Flower Hospital to
provide proper medical care because lies by lawmen were believed and no one was contacting my regular medical providers
as required by law! Forcing unwarranted medical care without proper facts caused me pain and injury with a risk of killing
me. All of this I was being threatened to not act on or I would be retaliated against more.
Another serious issue is I did have a right to privacy in some of my medical needs but at the same time there was a legal
duty for lawmen not to harm me because of issues of my being significantly paralyzed. Perhaps by law a lawyer or public
defender should be involved in order to not let fear of physical harm silence a defendant like me from acting as a witness
and making me fear to assist in defending myself. Neither the Wood County Public Defender or private lawyer I was later
able to arrange had acted to address how I was treated. In fact these lawyers acted like it was justified for lawmen to
physically hurt me. Intimidated by Jaycees as killer since 2001, 1st pages one example, see my website.

My notes will be inside boxes to show they are my own statements of fact or opinion, etc.
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Dear Atty. Spencer,
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I do not buy it! Any claims of "privileged information" over documents
that are open to review by the general membership of the Jaycees is absurd!

Since it is obvious that you are not concerned by matters of fact, and how
those issues may be used against yourself and the Jaycee organization, I
will no longer make any attempt to deal with you. Expect the fullest
extent of action against you and the Jaycees that is allowed by law.
I am sorry that things are not working out. There is no demonstrated
attempt on your part, or that of the Jaycee Organization, to settle this
without resorting to extreme and disturbing behavior. I do have witnesses.

Sincere1y,
Michael Lake

---------> From: SspencerLaw@netscape.net
> To: mikelake@toast.net
> Subject: Re: To save time in court, would you like to discuss a few
issues?
> Date: Wednesday, June 27, 2001 11:47 AM
>
> Dear Mr. Lake:
>
> First, the statements about which you have questions are privileged by
the attorney-client relationship existing between me, the Ohio Jaycees and
the United States Jaycees. Nonetheless, you and both heard no less than
three witnesses testify yesterday that they and others in the state and
national organizations had the fear that you would appear at an event,
armed, and begin shooting people. The term "go postal" was used by several
of these witnesses.
>
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> Sincerely,
> Michael J. Lake
>
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Note: I was in fact threatened by FBI agents as witnessed by my companion and the agent audio recorded
threatening me. Witnesses associated with the Jaycees, my own audio recordings of being confronted by agents
acting for Bowling Green (on WhyHope.com and YouTube), and official records copied in this PDF file and dozens
more made by agents of the legal system show I have every reason to believe the claims I made and was not
delusional.
A key person who admitted dozens of VIPs were being lied to about me is famous Ohio Republican Party lawyer

Scott W. Spencer who was rewarded for helping with several newsworthy events but also implicated in criminal
conduct years before he assisted the National Jaycees in a clearly illegal effort to defame me, intimidate me,
and silence me so they would look less like a hate group for their actions by putting blame on me. Spencer made
up false evidence he used in the 2001 Marion, Ohio, case which he won with his lies and deceptions.

My belief that Bowling Green, Ohio, Prosecutor Reger and Judge Reddin were involved in criminal conduct
against me with help of police and other locals came from the admissions of Scott W. Spencer threatening to
sue me and in court, supported by witnesses claiming what Prosecutor Reger told them. The records included
here show that instead of any investigation if witnesses were lying or telling the truth, instead I was called
delusional and prosecuted for telling unwanted facts with threats for my silence and to not call myself a victim.
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Wood County Prosecutors and other agents clearly were involved in the effort t o protect Prosecutor
Reger from investigation and silence me as the following shows them being named, both the old
Wood County Prosecutor from 2008 and the new one who got elected likely because I caused
Prosecutor Reger t o lose that election by reminding citizens who were aware evidence existed of his
unethical and likely criminal conduct abusing the power of prosecution. Witnesses are now
suggesting many local agents are abusing their powers.
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MRN: 8285587 Visit: 106195703 DocType: 256 DISCHARGE SUMMARY

Flower Hospital
'v

Discharge Summary
Patient Name

Dictated By

Admission
Date

Unit
History #

Room

LAKE, Michael J

Wendy Moenter, R.N.

02/02/2009

8285587

719-01

D.O.B.

11/08/1966
,-

ACCOUNT # :

106195703

DISCHARGE DATE:

02/09/2009

PRINCIPAL
AXIS I:
AXIS 11:
AXIS 111:

DIAGNOSES:
Bipolar disorder.
Personality disorder.
Status post spinal surgery.
Gastroesophageal reflux disease.
AXIS IV: Severe.
AXIS v:
45.

HOSPITAL COURSE: The patient was admitted from Behavioral Connections of
Wood County. He had been charged with inducing panic. The patient had been
at Wood County and was paranoid that prosecutor in the court were plotting
against him. He had been delusional. He gave a history of treatment at the
VA. He had had surgery for spinal tumor. For a detailed history and mental
status exam at the time of admission, please see the written psychiatric
admission note of February 3, 2009.
After admission the patient was encouraged to participate in unit milieu and
was started on lithium, imipramine, Ditropan, dicloxacillin and baclofen.
The patient was inappropriate and had flight of ideas and paranoid delusions.
He exhibited grandiosity. He was alert and oriented and memory was intact.
The patient showed no insight. He stated
impersonating him. He was hypertalkative
thinking. He was paranoid about the Wood
discussing concerns about his poor social

that someone may have been
and continued to exhibit loose
County staff. He also was
skills.

The patient remained preoccupied and paranoid about the Wood County
prosecutor. He had been less agitated and his speech was not as pressured.
He had been involving in unit milieu.
Later, the patient was less withdrawn. He denied any suicidal or homicidal
thoughts. He had signed a request for discharge. He stated he may have
signed a statement at Wood County, but he felt that his thinking was confused.
CONDITION OF PATIENT UPON DISCHARGE: The patient w a s requesting discharge.
He denied any suicidal or homicidal thoughts. He had been in better control.
He had a police hold and was released to Wood County. The case was discussed
with staff.
Printed by FL521690
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Judge Reddin ordered breaking the claimed 2009 plea agreement and provided information to the
VA which I did not sign to authorize and I believe was in part false information, based on claim of
the probation department and my lawyer who told me to ignore it due to possible retaliation. If I
had known the agreement would be broken by the court then I would sooner had a trial to
expose the truth and prevent this clearly illegal official misconduct. YouTube recording of a VA
counselor harassing me as marked man, etc., resulted.

Progress Notes

Printed on Nov 24,2010

Telephone Note:
Writer tried to call clt about his missing the scheduled appt and ended up
speaking with clts room mate who reports that clt is ill and that he will have
to reschedule.
/es/ THELONIOUS HEATH
Social Worker
Signed: 04/30/2009 14:40
/es/ LINDA WEBB
Social Worker, HCHV Prog. Coordinator
Cosigned: 05/04/2009 12:34

LOCAL TITLE: OUTSIDE MEDICAL RECORDS
STANDARD TITLE: NONVA NOTE
ENTRY DATE: APR 28, 2009@14:13:25
DATE OF NOTE: APR 28, 2009@14:12
AUTHOR: DRANE,ALLAN
EXP COSIGNER:
URGENCY:
STATUS: COMPLETED
Attached to this note are scanned outside medical records, which can be
viewed by using VISTA Imaging Display, accessible thru the CPRS Tools
menu.

I

Origin: Non-VA (Non Fee Basis)
Hospital or doctor's office (include city and state):
BOWLING GREEN MUNICIPAL COURT & PROBATION
BOWLING GREEN, OH

Date range of outside documents:
MARCH 2009

I

Document Types: Correspondence Only
/es/ ALLAN DRANE
Release of Information Officer, Toledo CBOC
Signed: 04/28/2009 14:19

LOCAL TITLE: PSYCHIATRY INDIVIDUAL THERAPY
STANDARD TITLE: PSYCHIATRY NOTE
DATE OF NOTE: APR 24, 2009@16:04
ENTRY DATE: APR 24, 2009@16:04:27
AUTHOR: HEATH,THELONIOUS
EXP COSIGNER: WEBB,LINDA
STATUS: COMPLETED
URGENCY :

PATIENT

nmm AND ADDRESS Imehanlul Implntlng, W avalwe)

LAKE, MICHAEL
2039 AIRPORT HWY
TOLEDO, OHIO 43609

VISTA Electronic Medical Documentation

Printed at ANN ARBOR VAMC
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Printed On Nov 24,2010
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MHC INDIVIDUAL SESSION
PATIENT IDENTIFYING DATA
Name: LAKE,MICHAEL JOHN
SSN:
Age: 4 2
Gender: MALE
DSM-IV-tr DIAGNOSTIC IMPRESSION:
Axis I: schizoaffective disorder/bipolar disorder by hx

Start/end time: 10-11:15
CURRENT SYMPTOMS/PROBLEM STATUS AND SESSION CONTENT (issues discussed):
Clt is a transfer patient of Mr Phiffers, he reports that he was just
released from flower hospital and he reports that he is not homicidal
or suicidal.Clt reports that he is completely shocked at the way the
Bowling Green Police treats Veterans, he states that he is going to
expose them.Clt reports that he is currently under watch by the FBI and
the US Marshalls as he reports that they came to his home and took him
to jail for threatening a judge.Clt presented video recorded proof that
this did take place.Mr Lake reports that he that he continues to suffer
from nightmares of his US Army experience and how he was actually
treated whilke enlisted.Clt reports that he feels an obligation to
stand up for the rights of those who cannot stand up for themselves.Mr
Lake admitts to having suicidal ideologies back in Oct 2008, but
reports that at that time he did not have an official plan, he further
reports that he no longer has any thoughts,intents or plans with regard
to that ideology or anything related to homicide.Mr Lake reports that
he just is in seek of fair and equal treatment.

INTERVENTIONS (e.g., psychoeduction, supportive listening, counseling,
cognitive-behavioral treatment, coping skills, other psychotherapeutic
interventions, medication management, etc.):
Writer provided supportive listening/coping skills to combat anger/
reviewed alternative ways of getting ones point across without
violating local state or federal laws/cognitive behavioral tx

1
I

TREATMENT PLAN REVIEW/UPDATES (e.g., progress, regression, continuation
of current plan, modifications if indicated, follow-up
appointment info, medication changes):
Clt appears to be very agitated by the way he has been treated, clt also
appears to display very impulsive and somewhat reckless behavior, clt

I

INAME AND ADDRESS (M.chan1ul Imprinting. It rvrlhbk)

LAKE, MICHAEL
2 0 3 9 AIRPORT HWY
TOLEDO, OHIO 4 3 6 0 9

VISTA Electronic Medical Documentation

Printed at ANN ARBOR VAMC
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Printed On Nov 24,2010

Start/end time: 1320 - 1400
CURRENT SYMPTOMS AND PROBLEMS (include problems with medication/side
effects, if present):
Seemed quite distressed but often presenting case in a strongly
ambivalent language. E.g. c/o girl friend/room mate planning to leave
the home following police and federal Marshall coming to pick him up
and charging him with threatening a judge and prosecutor. Thought the
experience was so traumatic for room mate that she required
hospitalization. However, thinks it's ok for her to leave because she
cannot bear to see anyone suffer.
Also home health aide did not visit for a while because she was
frightened by the scene and truthfully had reported her experience to
her supervisors.
Felt he was in the right and had evidence (in the form of audio and
video surveillance records which he shared) to prove harassment and
malicious intent. However, a lawyer he had hired did not agree that
this was relevant evidence. He disagrees with the lawyer and thinks he
is offering unethical advice and that his advice sometimes showed lack
of knowledge of Federal law which he had read up himself. He ignored a
reminder that he himself had commented that he sometimes presented his
case in scary ways that provoked reaction from law enforcement. He
remarked that sometimes "delusions are good for you". He thought his
problems related to excess empathy and lack of ability to ignore wrongs
and somehow veered into global warming.
Compliant with meds
Had not done lithium level and too late in the day to have useful
evaluation

PERTINENT MENTAL STATUS INFORMATION:
Alert
Orientation: person, place, time
Speech: rambling, pressured
Mood: dysphoric, labile
Affect: congruent with mood
Thought processes: loose associations
Concentration: denies difficulty with focus or concentration
Thought content: denies hallucinations
Delusions: persecutory
Hallucinations:
Insight: poor
Comments: Mental status showed some worsening from previous visit

SUICIDE RISK ASSESSMENT:
Does patient express suicidal ideation (or have a history of past attempts)?

I

r NAME AND ADDRESS (Meehaniul Irnprlntlna ~fav.liable) IVISTA Electronic Medical Documentation

LAKE, MICHAEL
2039 AIRPORT HWY
TOLEDO, OHIO 43609
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HEBAN & GALERNIK, LLC
417 SUPERIOR STREET, SUITE A

ROSSFORD,OHIO 43460

KEVIN A. HEBAN
GERALD E. GALERNIK
MELISSA M.PURPURA

Phone:
Fax:

(41 9) 662-3100
(419) 662-6533

March 17,2009
Officer Scott Kleiber
Bowling Green Police Department
175 W. Wooster Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Detective Scot Becker
Bowling Green Police Department
175 W. Wooster Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Re:

State v. Michael Lake (CRB08 1358 &CRBO802655)

Dear Officer Kleiber & Detective Becker:
Please be advised that the above listed cases have been resolved. Mr. Lake entered
into a COP for 2 years on the following conditions:
1) waiver of time
2) no similar offenses
3) pay court costs
4) remove all internet sites within his control & refrain from further postings &
remove any recordinglwritings referring to Beth Mertz &/or Matt Regcr
5) no contact with BGPD, direct or indirect except for legitimate emergency
services with BG's jurisdiction
6) take all med's prescribed by the VA
7) continue with all mental heath treatment as determined by the VA
8) sign appropriate release of information forms with BG probation department to
assure compliance with the VA
The above listed terms are for both cases, therefore, if Mr. Lake violates any of the terms the
cases can be reactivated. I have enclosed a copy of Judge Hoover's Judgment Entry.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this matter, please feel free to contact me.
Thank you.

Yours Sincerely,

